In this paper, we develop a Markov decision process (MDP) model to determine when a player should challenge a line call in a game of tennis, if the objective is to maximize the probability of winning the game. The parameters in the model include the relative strength of the players and the fallibility of the officials. The player's decision depends on the the current score, the number of challenges remaining, the outcome of a successful challenge, and his confidence that the line call is incorrect. The model developed is a multi-chain MDP operating under the long-run average cost criterion. We also performed extensive numerical studies when the player has one challenge remaining, varying the player strengths and the fallibility levels. These studies imply some general intuitive challenge strategies but also exhibit unusual strategic behavior in some game states. For example, in some states it is not optimal for very weak or very strong players to challenge calls. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the challenge decision is not "unimodal" as a function of the player's strength, i.e., there may be multiple decision thresholds with respect to this parameter.
Introduction
The game of tennis, along with its system of challenges, offers an appealing opportunity to use analytical methods to obtain insight into optimal in-game decision-making in sports. First, the state of a tennis game at any time is very simple to describe via the score and who is serving. Second, there is only one type of officiating decision that can be challenged: whether a ball is "in" or "out." Of course in tennis, as in most games, the decision-maker's (DM) objective is usually unrelentingly simple: to maximize the probability of winning a game or match.
In this paper we develop a Markov decision process (MDP) model to analyze the best game states in which to challenge an official's call in a game of tennis. The model parameters include the relative strength of the players and the official's fallibility. We vary these parameters to gain insight into their effect on the optimal decisions. The analytical model is developed for the case of a single game but it is clear that the model could easily be extended to an entire match, albeit with a large increase in the dimension of the state space. We obtain numerical results by translating the MDP model into the linear programming (LP) framework and employing standard LP solvers. In the computational results, in order to gain insight into the relationship between the model parameters and optimal decisions, our focus is on the case in which the player has just one challenge remaining.
The literature related to mathematical models of sports is very voluminous and here we summarize only the most closely related work on tennis. There are numerous papers on in-game strategy alone, with applications in baseball (Bickel 2009 ), soccer (Brimberg and Hurley 1999) , football (Carter and Machol 1978) , cricket (Clarke 1988) , and curling (Willoughby and Kostuk 2012) , to cite just a few relevant examples. One of the most well-known papers on analyzing tennis is Morris (1977) . Morris uses a simple Markov chain model to represent the dynamics of a game and determines "the most important points," which are the points in which the (conditional) probability of winning is most affected by the outcome of said point. Newton and Keller (2005) perform an even more ambitious calculation by determining the probability of winning games, sets, and matches given a (constant) probability of winning a point for the player serving. Norman (1985) injected an element of control into his model, which uses an MDP to determine whether to execute a fast or slow serve at each point in a tennis game. For a single game, he is able to provide an analytical characterization of the optimal policy, given the probability of winning a point using either kind of serve. Abramitzky et al. (2012) develop a simple dynamic model to determine the option value of challenging in various states of a tennis game. They then collected challenge statistics from dozens of tournaments to make an assessment as to whether or not challenges were being used effectively. Their conclusion was that the players' behavior is actually very close to optimal, under their model assumptions. The state space in the dynamic model in Abramitzky et al. is much simpler than ours. It contains the score and number of challenges remaining, but does not take into account replay possibilities and some features of deuces. These are obviously core facets of the scoring and challenge system in tennis.
The paper most closely related to ours is the contemporaneous and independent work in Clarke and Norman (2012) . They also formulate an MDP model to gain insight into when to challenge a tennis call. However, there are some crucial differences between their model and ours. First, they do not model the dynamics of deuces in the game. Rather, in their model the first player to reach a given score wins. Second, they do not model the different possible outcomes of a successful challenge (see the discussion on challenges in Section 2). Finally, they assume that the player makes the challenge decision before the point is played, whereas we assume the decision is made when the challenge opportunity occurs. Since the outcome of a successful challenge indeed does vary in tennis, these differences are important. Our numerical investigations also differ from theirs. We examine the effect of player strength and officiating fallibility on the optimal decisions. On the other hand, Clarke and Norman (2012) examine full sets and multiple challenge situations, which we do not. In earlier work, Pollard et al. (2005) make some general observations about tennis challenge strategy. However, they do not explain the model used or the details of their numerical experiments.
All of the models mentioned above (as well as our model) assume that the events of winning points on serve (or receive) are independent and have constant probabilities. Among others, Klaasen and Magnus (2001) investigated whether or not these are reasonable assumptions and found that these events are neither independent nor identically distributed. Nonetheless, they state: "Deviations from iid are small, however, and hence the iid hypothesis will still provide a good approximation in many cases." To keep our computations tractable, we retain these i.i.d. style assumptions.
Our model requires the player to determine several parameters in order to formulate an optimal policy. In practice, it makes the most sense for each player to decide the best way to determine such parameters. To determine a player A's probability of winning a point on serve against player B, one might examine all such points in the last several months between the two players in comparable matches. To determine an umpire's fallibility, one would need to examine the matches refereed by that umpire and examine his or her error rate (if possible). So, here one would be restricted to matches in which a good video recording exists. The probability of having a reply versus an overturned point on a challenge is perhaps less player, or umpire specific, and this parameter could be determined by examining statistics in a large set of matches which employ the challenge system.
Tennis and challenges
In this section we briefly review the scoring and challenge systems in singles tennis. Although our model is focused on a single game, we review the challenge rules for match play. In a standard tennis game one player (the server) serves for the entire game, to the receiver, with the players alternating serve between games. There are five scoring stages in each game: Love, 15, 30, 40, and Game. Later, we translate these stages to a more natural point system. If both players win three points the game enters into deuce. After deuce, the score is advantage in if the server wins the next point, otherwise the score is advantage out. If the player with the advantage wins the point, then that player wins the game.
There are two different systems for scoring a set, the advantage set and the tie-break set. In an advantage set, the player who wins six or more games with a margin of two games over his opponent wins that set. This might lead to very lengthy sets. The current record occurred during the Isner-Mahut match at the 2010 Wimbledon tournament, in which Isner won the last set 70-68. In a tie-break set, a player also wins with a two game margin unless both players manage to win six games. At this point a special tie-break game is played. In major tournaments the use of advantage sets is limited, being used only in the final set of singles matches in the Australian Open, French Open, Wimbledon, Olympic competition, and Davis Cup matches. Finally, a tournament match consists of either the best-of-three or best-of-five sets.
Under the current system of challenges in tennis, a player may challenge a linesman or umpire's decision as to whether a ball is "in" or "out." Note that the umpire only calls balls which are out. If there is no call, the ball is assumed to be in. A player's challenge is resolved by appealing to an electronic tracking and analysis system known as Hawk-Eye (see http://www.hawkeyeinnovations.co.uk/). In most of the major tournaments, a player is allowed three unsuccessful challenges per set. If a set goes into a tie-break an additional challenge is allowed.
These limited incorrect challenges may not be carried over from one set to another. Finally, if an advantage set is being played and both players win six games, then the challenge counter is reset and each player is again allowed three incorrect challenges to be used during the next 12 games. If the set continues after these 12 games, the counter is again similarly reset for the subsequent 12 games. A player can challenge only on either a point-ending shot or when he stops playing a point. Even if he returns the ball he must stop immediately in order to challenge.
The result of a successful challenge depends on both what occurred during play just before the challenge was made and the umpire's opinion on the returnability of the ball. For example, if a player challenges an "in" call in which his opponent last struck the ball, a successful overturn results in a point reversal. If a player hits a ball which is called "out," then a successful challenge results in a replay if the ball was returnable, or a point reversal if the ball was not returnable. Other situations can occur when the challenged call occurs just after a serve. If a player's first serve is an apparent ace and it is challenged correctly by his opponent, then the player gets a second serve. Thus, there are three possible outcomes after a successful challenge: a point is reversed, a point is replayed, or a first serve is converted to a second serve. (A challenge can occur on a second serve, but such situations can be thought of as standard replayed or overturned points.) Note that the third situation is qualitative different than the first two, in that it does not occur at the end of a point but rather after the ball is first struck. First serve to second serve conversions are not considered in our model in order to keep the size of the state space reasonable for our computations.
To get a rough idea of the frequency and success of challenging calls statistics from two major tennis tournaments, covering a total of 508 matches, appear in Table 1 . The data appears on the websites of the corresponding tournaments. Looking first at the men's statistics, in the Australian Open about 3.2% of the total points played were challenged, at Wimbledon the figure is 2.9%. On the women's side about 2.3% of the points were challenged at the Australian Open and 2.2% challenged at Wimbledon. So in these tournaments about 2-3% of the total points played were being challenged. Out of these challenges only about 25-35% resulted in overturned calls. Abramitzky et al. (2012) analyzed a larger set of tournament statistics for men's singles matches and found that 2.6% of points were challenged with a success rate of 37.7%. These statistics come from 741 tennis matches, but not all of them were Grand Slam matches (perhaps explaining the lower challenge rate and higher success rate, at least for men).
A Markov decision process model
We now develop an infinite horizon discrete-time Markov decision process (MDP) model to determine the optimal time to challenge in a game of tennis. In MDP models a DM must make decisions at periodic points in order to maximize the average reward per unit time. At each decision point, the DM knows the state of the system and also knows that the future evolution of the system is affected both by his decisions and by some external uncertainties. The term Markov in the name derives from the assumption that the system dynamics depend only on the current state (not on the past history) and that the rewards depend only on the current state, and the DM's decision. The reader should consult (Puterman et al. 1994 , Bertsekas 2007 ) for detailed background on MDPs.
To give some concreteness to these notions, we now briefly frame these ideas within the game of tennis and an historical example. Later in this section, the MDP framework is described in much more detail. In tennis, the decisions points are individual game points. A decision needs to be made when an opportunity to challenge the umpire arises. At this decision point, the system state includes the score, who is serving, the result of the point, the number of challenges remaining, and the perceived probability of winning the challenge. The long-term reward is 1 if the DM ends up winning the game and 0 if not. Now clearly the future of the game depends on the decision (whether or not to challenge) along with many outside uncertainties: the success of the challenge, the outcome of future points, the future challenge opportunities, etc.
The most famous of all challenge incidents occurred during the first-round 1981 US Open match between John McEnroe and Tom Gullikson. Gullikson was serving with a score of 15-30. McEnroe hit a ball that was called out by the umpire, thus ending the point. Although the current formal challenge system was not in place, McEnroe initiated a challenge in the form of a verbal tirade, including the now famous phrase "You cannot be serious!" If the current challenge system had been in place, our model would allow McEnroe to calmly calculate the desirability of a challenge by taking as input the score (15-30), the server (Gullikson), the result of the current point (McEnroe loses), the result of a challenge (presumably overturning the point and awarding it to McEnroe). McEnroe would also need to input some other less tangible data like the fallibility of the umpire and the probability that he was right to challenge on this particular play. Given all of this data the MDP produces the optimal decision: challenge or do not challenge. Our goal in the remainder of the paper is to produce an MDP model that indeed informs the player of the optimal challenge decision in any game situation, given the relevant input. Despite the lack of a challenge system (or an MDP), McEnroe would go on to beat Björn Borg in the finals of that US Open.
We now describe the MDP framework and our assumptions more explicitly. We model a single standard tennis game and in particular assume that the game is not a tiebreaker. This eliminates the need to track which player is currently serving (in a tie-breaker the serving player changes periodically). Another assumption, mentioned above, is that the events of winning a point are independent and equiprobable. We believe that this assumption is reasonable, at least within a single game. We also do not model any "strategic" use of challenges which might occur by tracking the other player's remaining challenges. Such strategic considerations could be important in sports such as American football, in which challenges are connected to time-outs (which themselves are used carefully at the end of games). However, since opportunities to challenge are relatively rare in tennis, purely strategic challenges are likely of insignificant value in practical situations.
We recall that an MDP contains five elements: the time index, state space, action space, transition probabilities, and rewards. For the time index it is clear that we index by points played, yielding a time index k = 1, 2,…. 
State space
For purposes of decision making the player's state space should comprise five components: the outcome of the point, the score, the number of challenges remaining, the probability that the call is incorrect, and the result of a successful challenge. In our framework, we think of the player taking stock of the state immediately before the conclusion of a point such that he may make a challenge decision at the end of play (note that in some cases his decision to challenge is the action that ends the play). The "score" component is the score not including the just concluded point. Note that the player also independently needs to know the "outcome," i.e., whether he won or lost the current point, since it is clearly suboptimal to challenge a call if a player has just won the point. For most points, the result of a successful challenge is obvious to the players. However, as noted above, this result is at the umpire's discretion. Given the rarity with which this discretion needs to be employed, we assume the result of a challenge is known to the player at the time he makes the challenge. The "probability a call is incorrect" is a nuanced quantity and we discuss it at length a few paragraphs below. The first state component is the result of the just concluded point and we allow this to take three values: 1, if the server won the current played point; 2, if the server lost the current played point; and 3, if the game is over. The third element is not technically necessarily since the "game over" state is also represented by the next component, the score. However, we find it useful for modeling purposes to include this element.
To represent the score, we first convert the conventional tennis points to a more standard representation, as outlined in the first two columns of Table 2 . The score is then written in a two digit format, listing the server's score first and the receiver's score second. For example, the tennis score 30-40 is written 23. Note that under our system five special scores have the following translations, as summarized in the latter two columns of Table 2 .
For simplicity, we assume that the DM is the server throughout this paper. Since the players' roles are symmetric in our formulation, this assumption is without loss of generality. The third component of the state is the number of challenges left. Assuming that there are a total of q challenges per game, this variable takes values in the set {0, 1, 2, …, q}. In major tournaments, q takes a maximum value of 4 (if the players enter a tiebreaker and have not used previously allotted challenges).
The fourth component of the state space, the probability that a line call is incorrect is perhaps the most nuanced part of the modeling process. Roughly speaking, we are assuming that there is one major chance to challenge a call during a given play. For each such play we might envision the player having a belief (i.e., a probability) that the call is incorrect. Of course, this belief may be grossly misaligned with reality. A notable piece of research relating to such beliefs is Whitney et al. (2008) . In this paper, the authors find that officials more often make incorrect "out" calls than "in" calls, since the brain tends to think fast moving objects travel farther than they actually do. In theory, a player should incorporate this bias into his perception and belief system (noting, however, that both the player and the officials are susceptible to this bias). Our modeling assumption is that the DM has already incorporated all such information into his beliefs, and that his beliefs are well-calibrated. In other words for any state in which a player believes there is a 50% chance the official's call is incorrect, we assume that indeed in half of all instances the official is incorrect. Another issue is that there should be a continuum of these perceptual states, i.e., a player's belief probability can be any number in the interval [0, 1]. Unfortunately, this implies an uncountable state space for the associated MDP and a corresponding loss in tractability. Continuous state space models involve computation of integral expressions and hence cannot be analyzed exactly, or discretized efficiently, in most cases. Instead, we discretize this probability space an assume that there are four possible probabilities. One of these four probabilities is the special value of 0, which implies that the player is 100% sure the official's call is correct (this would occur for example if the shot ending play appears to be 10 feet outside of the line). This special state is useful to indicate plays in which there are no controversial calls. When a challenge is not allowed (at the end of the game or when no challenges are left) or suboptimal, we collapse the four perceptual states into a fifth state. This allows a more compact model formulation. We comment further on this in the discussion on actions. Table 3 summarizes the belief notation, the fourth component of the state space.
As mentioned above, we typically take s 1 = 0 and set s 1 < s 2 < s 3 < s 4 < 1. The specific values of the s i 's are para meters which are varied in our computational experiments. 
Belief state Notation
The player is s 1 % sure that the official's call is incorrect 1 The player is s 2 % sure that the official's call is incorrect 2 The player is s 3 % sure that the official's call is incorrect 3 The player is s 4 % sure that the official's call is incorrect 4 A challenge is not available or is suboptimal 5
Again, the fifth state is used to produce a more compact formulation. We assume that during each point, there is at most one challenge opportunity which can be categorized into one of the first four types in Table 3 . The probability of falling into any of these types is assumed to be independent and identical across plays. We discuss this further in the section on transition probabilities. The final component of the state space indicates the result of a successful challenge. We let this component take three values, as outlined in Table 4 .
As before the third value allows for a smaller state space. We let x k denote the state at time k. The five component state space described above is represented by a six digit number (recall that the score requires two digits) for the sake of a parsimonious model in the code that generates and solves the model. In particular, we have a state "abcdef," whose entries are given in Table 5 .
For example, the state 233132 indicates that the game is at deuce, the server lost the current played point, he is left with one challenge, he is s 3 % sure that he can successfully challenge, and the point does not get replayed if he challenges correctly.
In this five-dimensional state, some combinations of the values are not meaningful. Table 6 summarizes the logic required to compute the number of allowable combinations.
We partition the possible states in the rows in the table. Multiplying the number of elements in each set across a row yields the number states represented in the row. For example, the second row represents 18‧(q+1) states. Note that there are 18 possible game scores, excluding the game terminating scores of 40 and 04. The result is that if q challenges are allowed initially, then the model contains 164q+38 states. Since there are two actions allowed per Table 4 Summary of challenge outcome notation.
Result of a challenge Notation
If the challenge is successful, the point will be replayed 1 If the challenge is successful, the point will be overturned 2 A challenge is not available or is suboptimal 3 state, the number of entries in the transition probability matrices for a model with q challenges is 2‧(164q+38) 2 .
Actions
There are a maximum of two allowable actions in each state. They are challenge (c) and do not challenge (nc).
In most states, both actions are available to the player. Clearly, when a player has no challenges remaining, only nc is allowed. As mentioned above in the discussion on state definitions, there are many other states in which it is clearly suboptimal to challenge. If the player has just won the point then challenging is foolish; if the probability of overturning the call is zero, then it is futile. In some of our model formulations, we allowed foolish and futile actions for purposes of testing. However, for most calculations we used the more compact formulation presented here.
Transition probabilities
Next we discuss generation of the transition probability matrices for our model. These matrices are generated from the model input parameters. The parameters which affect the transition probabilities are as follows. The first is the probability that the player who is the DM, wins any given point (recall our i.i.d. assumption regarding individual points), which is denoted by v. The next parameter is r, the probability that a point is replayed given that there is a successful challenge. Finally, for each perceptual state s i , we have p i , the probability of being in that state after any given play. Recall that there are four such perceptual states in our model and so we the model parameters include the four probabilities p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 , with p 1 +p 2 +p 3 +p 4 = 1. Once these parameters are given, we can generate p ij (u) for each initial state i, terminal state j and action u. Suppose a play has just concluded in which the score (before the play started) was 15-30 and the DM lost the current point. He has one challenge remaining, the probability he will successfully challenge is s 2 , and if he challenges correctly the point will be overturned. We denote such a state by i = 212122. If he challenges, what then is the probability he moves to a state in which the score is 30-30, he again loses the point, retains one challenge, is in perceptual state s 1 and the play will be replayed in the case of a successful challenge? This new state is denoted by j = 222111. The associated transition probability is given by
First, the 1-v arises from losing the point. If the new score is 30-30, the player succeeded in challenging, which has probability s 2 . Finally, p 1 r is the joint probability of being in perceptual state s 1 next with a replay possibility. We generated the transition matrices via custom C++ code. The matrices, along with other input data, were then fed into a standard linear programming solver.
We also define the transition probabilities such that states corresponding to a game won or game lost are absorbing. It should be clear then from the dynamics of the game that under any policy, all states not corresponding to a completed game are transient, and all gameending states are recurrent. Since there are then multiple recurrent classes which do not communicate under any policy, our model falls into the category of an infinite horizon multi-chain MDP.
Rewards
In this model, we wish to find a policy (i.e., a function that maps states to actions) that maximizes the probability that the DM wins the game. In our infinite-horizon formulation, we achieve this by assigning a reward of 1 for each visit to a game-winning state and a reward of 0 in all other states. In particular, the one-stage reward is { 3 40***} ( , ) 1 .
The long-run average reward under some policy π = {μ 1 , μ 2 , …} is given by
where x 1 is the initial state of the process. As gamewinning and game-losing states are absorbing, the long-run average reward is 1 if and only if a game-winning state is reached. An equivalent formulation is a expected total reward model in which the process is stopped in a game-winning or game-losing state (with the same reward structure).
Since there are a finite number of states and the action space is finite in each state, standard MDP theory implies that there exists a stationary deterministic policy π* which minimizes (1) for all initial states x 1 . We investigate the nature of this optimal policy in this next section.
Computational results
Under the model formulated in the previous section, we obtain the optimal challenge policy under a variety of parameter settings. We vary the relative player's strength (the parameter v) and the fallibility of the umpire (both the perceptual state values and associated probabilities). To gain insight, we examine the case in which there is just one challenge remaining and set the "fallibility" level of the umpire to be relatively high. Low fallibility levels with only one challenge remaining result in a policy which challenges whenever there is an opportunity to do so. For each parameter setting the optimal policy is characterized by the optimal decision in each of 202 states. We use the standard linear programming approach for multi-chain, average cost MDPs to obtain the optimal policies. As mentioned above, for each setting we generate the transition probability matrices and then port these matrices to a GAMS/CPLEX (see http://www.gams.com/ and http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/CPLEX) to solve the LP. In this paper we only present a portion of the results. More extensive computational results, including the optimal decision for each state and for each setting, are available in Nadimpalli (2010) .
Effect of varying p 1
Recall that the perceptual states are labeled s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , and s 4 with corresponding probabilities of occurrence of p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 . The state s 1 corresponds to the state where the probability of winning the challenge is 0. In particular, p 1 largely encapsulates the concept of the umpire's fallibi lity. Our intuition, and some of the match statistics presented earlier, imply that p 1 should be very high in reality (i.e., above 0.95). However, to get insight into the model dynamics, we study the system for a range of p 1 values. In particular, we varied p 1 from 0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1. The remaining probabilities were set to p 2 = p 3 = p 4 = (1-p 1 )/3. The four perceptual levels are set to s 1 = 0, s 2 = 0.25, s 3 = 0.5, and s 4 = 0.75. In these experiments we also fix v = 0.6 and r = 0.6. Results for the deuce and advantage states are shown in the Table 7 below. The value of p 1 is varied across the column and each row corresponds to a different state. The values in the table   Table 7 The effect of adjust the umpire fallibility p 1 : c = challenge and nc = do not challenge. show the optimal action for each combination of state and p 1 value. Examining the last column, in which p 1 = 0.9 (i.e., the umpire is least fallible), we see that it is always optimal to challenge. In fact, this is true in every game state for this level of p 1 . This confirms our earlier statement about cases when p 1 is very high. In particular, when a highly reliable umpire appears to make one of his infrequent mistakes in judgement, the player should most certainly take this opportunity to challenge. Also, we notice that the results confirm our intuition that it is always optimal to challenge a call whenever the player has a challenge left and when he going to lose the game by losing the current played point, i.e., when the current score is 03, 13, 23 or 34. This is true for any value of p 1 and for any value of the player's perception. Finally, we notice that the optimal policy is "monotone" in p 1 . In other words, for each game state, there exists a threshold value of p 1 below which it is optimal to forgo a challenge and above which it is optimal to challenge. For example in the state 243122 (the row highlighted in green in Table 7 ) it is optimal to not challenge until the value of p 1 is 0.6 or above. We shall see that such monotonicity in the parameter space does not hold in subsequent experiments.
States

Effect of varying v
The purpose of the next set of experiments is to see how a player's strength with respect to his opponent affects the optimal action in different situations. In these experiments the player's probability of winning a point is varied from 0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1. The four perceptual levels are again s 1 = 0, s 2 = 0.25, s 3 = 0.5, and s 4 = 0.75 and we fix r = 0.6. Two different values for p 1 i.e., 0.9 and 0.5 are used while keeping all other variables the same. As before, for each value of p 1 , the values of p 2 , p 3 , and p 4 are set at p 2 = p 3 = p 4 = (1-p 1 )/3. In Table 8 , the value of v is now varied across the columns.
Case 1: p 1 = 0.9. This case presents even stronger evidence that the low fallibility of the umpire corresponds to challenging whenever the player believes there is an incorrect call. We do not present a table for these results because the optimal policies can be summed up in a few lines. First, when v ≥ 0.2, it is optimal to challenge in every single state. When v = 0.1, it is optimal to challenge in all but four states: 200121, 210121, 220121 and 230121. These states correspond correspond to the situation where the played lost the current point, the probability of a successful challenge is 0.25, a successful challenge results in a replay, Table 8 The effect of varying the player's strength, v, for p 1 = 0.5: c = challenge and nc = do not challenge. and the score is 0-0, 15-0, 30-0, and 40-0, respectively. In other words, even a very weak player should challenge in nearly every state, the only exceptions being in states in which the challenge has seemingly low immediate effect. Case 2: p 1 = 0.5. The results from this case demonstrate perhaps the most non-intuitive aspects of optimal policies. We consider the umpire to be "moderately" fallible, i.e., p 1 = 0.5, and the resulting policies show a delicate balance between player strength and game state. Results for some key states are shown in Table 8 . First, we note in several states, the optimal policy is not monotone with respect to player strength. In particular, in state 200131 (highlighted in green) as we move from left to right we can see that the optimal action is c initially and then nc and then again shifts to c. In other words, very strong or very weak players should challenge calls in this state, whereas players who are more evenly balanced with their opponents should not. Even more unusual behavior is exhibited in state 231131 (again highlighted) in which there are three shifts in the policy as we move from left to right. These results certainly show that the optimal policy can be highly sensitive to the parameters in some states. We also examined the case p 1 = 0.1 (see Nadimpalli 2010) and the optimal policy exhibits similarly nuanced behavior in this case.
States
Effect of varying perceptual levels
In all of the previous experiments, the perceptual levels were set at 25%, 50%, and 75%. In the next set of experiments, we compare the strategy under this base setting with two other sets of levels: 5%, 15%, 25% and 5%, 10%, 15%. We fix p 1 = 0.9, set p 2 = p 3 = p 4 = (1-p 1 )/3, and set r = 0.6 (recall that r is the probability that a point is replayed given that there is a successful challenge). The player's probability v of winning a point is varied across each column. Recall that for the base perceptual levels it is optimal to challenge in all but four states. In Table 9 , we present the optimal policies for some representative states. Notice that there is no difference in policies between the two latter perceptual levels, although there are differences between these policies and the optimal policy in the base setting.
Strategic insights and conclusions
We now summarize major observations about the optimal challenge strategies within a single game, based on the numerical results. Here is a overall summary of some insights: -When the umpire is highly infallible, e.g., any opportunity to challenge arises < 10% of the time, then a player of any relative strength should challenge in nearly any state of the game. -For fixed parameter settings if it is optimal to challenge when the perceptual level is r, then it is also optimal to challenge when (all else being equal) the perceptual level is s, with s > r. -For most parameter settings and most states, the challenge strategy exhibits monotonocity in the strength of the player. -For certain parameter settings and states, the optimal strategy is neither monotonic nor unimodal, i.e., the strategy exhibits multiple shifts as player strength varies. Therefore, optimal in-game strategy requires careful examination in some competitive game settings.
An interesting possible extension of our work in a subsequent paper would be to carry out the computations to model a full set, produce the associated value functions for each state, and compare these to actual in-game strategy. As mentioned in the introduction, such a comparison was performed in Abramitzky et al. (2012) , but their value functions were not computed using a full Markov decision process model and their dynamic model lacked some important elements of the game of tennis.
